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What is your opinion about the public's perception of 
structural engineers? Provide suggestions for how 
structural engineers might increase recognition and 
general public awareness of the profession. 

We walk around every day without wondering how every second the buildings are holding up together. 
Thanks to how seamlessly the structural engineering has bonded into our lives that it is all inconspicuous 
to us. The first time I ever looked into the structural aspect was through a documentary series of 
‘Megastructures’ on Discovery channel which ascertained an element of novelty in every building 
project. Being a structural engineer, I have always enlightened my friends and folks with the works of 
our profession and it has invariably sparked off their curiosity and made them wonder why this 
fascinating line of work was hardly recognized. 

Our profession is seldom mentioned as it is a part of the diverse field of commonly known Civil 
Engineering, hence, it is often presumed that structural and civil profession are interchangeable, 
dismissing the inclusion of disciplines of hydrology, transportation, geotechnical engineering, etc. The 
structural engineer’s work needs to be perceived as a distinctive profession deeply engaged in public 
safety, risk management, sustainable use of resources and technology. Public safety is of the utmost 
concern for a Structural Engineer equivalent to the goals of a medical professional, and he or she has 
always strived for a safe and sound structural design and attaining the same involves a good vision, 
technical understanding and thorough study of building codes, intensive licensure and educational 
requirements and immense team collaboration effort requiring a broad base of soft skills. With the 
advancements in structural codes every few years, one has to keep oneself updated with revised design 
aids. Constant learning of the art of structural engineering and its application has been the key to the 
creation of inspiring structures. With such efforts involved, not often an engineer is recognized for its 
design when a structure is successfully installed, but in the event of a catastrophic failure, every so often 
our profession makes it to the newspaper headlines.  

When we talk about building designs, it makes one think of only the ‘Architect’ as a designer of the 
buildings; the term ‘Structural engineer’ is probably not something one would think of. Architects are 
the main point of contact for the building owners as well; therefore, consultants like structural 
engineers stay on the sidelines even though building a structure is solely a coordination work of a core 
group of all the consultants and Architects. We as structural engineers need to emerge as an influential 
member of this core group as our role is fundamental from the beginning phase of conceptualization of 
a structural system.  

What measures to be used to eliminate the obscurity of our profession? Firstly, one needs to emerge as 
an influential speaker by sharing our practices like how Roma Agrawal, a structural engineer, came forth 
as an innovator and leader on TED Talks featuring the importance of structural engineering to create a 
modern world through history. A profession involved with challenges not perceivable to the public could 
hardly be appreciated, hence, there is a need to bring out the fascinating solutions that the engineers 
come up with to make a complicated structure look simple to public’s eye. The conferences organized by 
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structural councils and associations could focus more on bringing out the engineering solutions in 
layman terms to engage public in our journey.  
 
We also have great magazines within our profession, but those need to be more accessible to the 
society. We can bring into people’s attention through such media platforms on how structural engineers 
also help in the preservation of historic memorials and retrofitting of aging structures. For example, the 
seismic retrofit of James R. Browning U.S. Court of Appeals Building stood as a symbol of hope following 
a number of earthquake events and was declared as a National Historic Landmark after significant 
structural renovations. Also, media participation is fairly lacking in most of the structural firms. The 
marketing team needs to bring forth the projects through websites, career fair at Universities and 
symposiums showcasing team’s efforts involved in creative structural designs and conception. Experts 
from each firm should volunteer to share their achievements through media on big platforms with a 
larger community of Professional engineers.  
 
As our profession deals with advancements in technology and globalization similar to what other STEM 
(Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) based professions deal with, we all need to get 
together and identify common interests and challenges and leverage resources like IT to create software 
to perform analysis and building simulations due to forces like wind, seismic and other effects to 
strengthen our safety operations. Structural engineers need not work in isolation, rather collaborate 
with other disciplines like electronics and embedded systems to build safer structures. There is a need to 
join forces to resolve common issues anticipated. Structural engineer’s contribution towards a common 
goal would help in creating awareness of our profession.  
 
It is of immense importance to training young engineers, who are primary building blocks of our future, 
to step into leadership roles as the current technical experts in our profession near their end of work 
tenure and this challenging transition can be effectively used to bring about the necessary changes that 
the past generations have been trying to achieve. Mentorship programs like ACE Mentor program, that I 
had been part of, is a helpful initiative that invests time in students and by introducing them to the 
collaboration between academia and the real-world application would prove to be a powerful means of 
understanding the basic art of our profession. Being a part of EERI student chapter was insightful as it 
introduced me to various structural design competition events and helped in creating a strong network 
with young competent promoting visibility of our profession to a larger community of students. School 
universities and structural companies as sponsors need to promote such design events that would help 
in attracting the brightest young professionals. Events like Canstruction design using canned foods, 
building Ginger towns, Marathon run are fun-filled experiences that bring together various structural 
firms for a good cause which conveys to the public another face of our profession.  
 
In conclusion, a profession that integrates creativity, passion to build the environment safe structures 
functional for a large society and will-power to learn continually broadening one’s knowledge base, 
indeed, requires recognition to prosper well in the upcoming era. 


